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Rethinking Twentieth-Century Guadalajara

Marı́a Teresa Fernández-Aceves

In the year 2000, a group of graduate students and young faculty working on a gendered
history of Mexican women organised a conference to discuss new research in the field
and to strengthen international ties among scholars of twentieth-century Mexico. The
conference, ‘Las Olvidadas [The Forgotten Women]: Gender and Women’s History
in Post-Revolutionary Mexico’, took place at Yale University, in May 2001. There, I
presented a paper that explored how women workers in the tortilla industry responded
to the mechanisation of the corn mills and why they allied with a women’s political
organisation to resist being displaced by skilled male workers. I pointed out that in
Mexico, women have made tortillas (corn griddle cakes) since pre-Hispanic times.
For centuries, women prepared tortillas at home and their production process took
at least six hours. Their manufacture began to change in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries with the introduction of corn mills. The mill effected a technological
revolution and generated significant changes within and outside the domestic realm.
In a subsequent article, I analysed the different social, political and labour processes
that created the conditions for militant feminist working-class politics in Mexico in
the late 1920s and 1930s. I identified how different social actors – men and women
workers, entrepreneurs, male and female labour leaders, and state agents – attributed
different cultural meanings to sexual difference, work, and politics. Through this case,
I illustrated how distinctions in gender and class became culturally significant and why
specific gender differences changed and became politicised when the mechanisation
of the industry accelerated in the 1930s.1 I argue that ‘the mechanisation of the tortilla
industry, which accelerated in the 1930s, ended to empower male corn mill workers
and relegated women, whose labour was defined as non-skilled and non-productive,
to feminised enclaves . . . It confirms the recent findings of Latin American women’s
and gendered labour history: that policymakers, industrialists, legislators, employers,
educators, labour leaders, and even some feminists reinforced and reproduced the
nineteenth-century category of woman worker’.2 At the Yale conference, Tom Kublock
invited me to think about how industrialists’ labour policies were shaped by gender
ideologies and how specific management labour policies shaped segmented labour
processes and work cultures. Did mechanisation erode domestic patriarchy? Did it
establish new forms of patriarchy?

This essay drew on my doctoral thesis.3 In both works, I put women at the
centre of the historical analysis to examine the political mobilisation of secular and
Catholic women during the revolutionary decades of the 1910s, 1920s and 1930s in
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Guadalajara, Mexico. I argued that these women became politicised through four dy-
namic and interrelated factors: the formation of the revolutionary state, the emergence
of secular and Catholic labour movements, the struggle between Church and state for
dominance at the regional and national levels and the changes in the labour force that
displaced women in industries that were modernised. These processes opened the way
for women’s mobilisation and led to a more active political role for women than either
the Church or state had envisioned. As a result, women secured new spaces within both
institutions, which nonetheless remained under new conditions but still under male
domination.

I argued that the post-revolutionary mobilisations produced alliances between
middle-class and working-class women, of both secular and religious backgrounds,
that had lasting effects. Both Catholic and secular women went beyond the role of
public mothers and introduced new notions of strong public femininity. Their actions
challenged their assigned gender roles and transformed the male conception of politics
by expanding the areas of action for women – by organising labour, political and
women’s organisations.

I challenged the stereotype, portrayed in the Mexican historiography, that women
of Guadalajara and the state of Jalisco were passive, pious and apolitical Catholics.4 The
region’s women represented two opposed yet strong cultural traditions – the Catholic
and liberal – which have influenced the lives of Jaliscans and Guadalajarans since
the early nineteenth century. These traditions clashed during the Mexican Revolution
(1910–17), a rural and popular movement that destroyed the dictatorship of Porfirio
Dı́az (1876–1911), post-revolutionary decades of state building (1920–40) and Church-
state conflict that followed. The process opened the way for women’s political mobil-
isation. By using life histories and archival material, I investigated women’s roles in
politics, labour organising and welfare reform.

The Yale conference forced me, and motivated me, to think beyond the Guadala-
jaran women. It helped me to extend my analysis on the gendered cultures of the state
and state agencies, organised labour, and political and religious organisations. It pushed
me to incorporate a male perspective into my work and to understand why both men
and women negotiated alliances during the organisation of unions and large labour
federations.

To expand my analysis, I returned to my archival data and my oral histories to better
understand how women and men entered politics, exercised power and used violence
and corrupt practices when they needed. To analyse these practices and negotiations,
I examined the Cı́rculo Feminista de Occidente (CFO), a women’s organisation of
schoolteachers and workers. Created in 1927, the CFO promoted women’s political,
social and civil rights, and allied with the rising political group of Heliodoro Hernández
Loza, a former bus driver, who dominated organised labour in Jalisco for more than
four decades. The CFO worked with tortilla workers, seamstresses, domestic servants,
employees and housewives. Its membership fluctuated between 100 and 300 women,
from 1927 to 2000.

The CFO arose at the beginning of the Cristero War (1927–29), a regional Catholic
rebellion centred in Jalisco that opposed the State’s anticlerical policies.5 At the time,
the Catholic Church saw its influence on women’s organisations diminish. Moreover,
the revolutionary state and organised labour promoted a traditional role for women that
contrasted with the active political participation of women workers.
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In my doctoral dissertation, I argued out that within the labour movement there
were political groups that competed for the control of all unions. Now, in order to expand
my gender perspective, I focused on the emerging group led by Heliodoro Hernández
Loza (1898–1990). He offered support to the women affiliated to the CFO in order to
gain from their demands for collective labour contracts and protect women’s jobs. This
alliance was very important for both Hernández and the CFO because it allowed them
to consolidate a strong political group, even though women were still not enfranchised.
I decided to develop my analysis about the gender, labour and political relationships
between men and women. I pondered the question why the women of the CFO allied
with Hernández and why he coalesced with these women. I inferred that Hernández
thought that after he had gained the control of the unions, he could then promote the
return of women workers to their traditional gender roles as housewives. Hernández
came from a rural area, where women have been more visible in reproductive labour
than participating in politics. However, this did not happen because the women of
the CFO maintained an active role in politics and in the labour market. In order to
preserve their place, they had to change from an autonomous organisation in the late
1920s to a more submissive organisation affiliated to organised labour and the official
party. The CFO joined the Hernández group to dominate the Federación de Traba-
jadores de Jalisco (FTJ) until 1990. Together they built a union cacicazgo, a political
bossism.6

How many women workers did the FTJ have to control and attract? In the 1940s,
Guadalajara had 511,215 women workers, most in domestic service with a smaller
number in industries (7,514) and in commerce (7,988). By the end of the 1930s and
early 1940s, there were forty-three women’s organisations in Guadalajara that included
Catholic (2), labour (25), professional (7) and political (9). Women’s unions in Guadala-
jara were a small number (25), which were concentrated mainly in the tortilla industry
(13) and garment industry (9), while clerks, tobacco and food had only one respec-
tively.7 In contrast, at the national level, there were 6,700,479 female workers. Women’s
presence in agriculture and mining was a small number. As in the case of tortilla women
in Guadalajara, other women workers were displaced by the mechanisation in industries
such as tobacco, textiles and chocolate. There were women’s unions in agriculture (cof-
fee), manufacture (textiles, tortilla, tobacco, and garments) and service sector (teachers,
telephone and clerks).8

Under their leadership, Hernández and the CFO were the political intermediaries
between the Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI), governors, mayors and other
large federations and their base. They negotiated with male and female labour leaders
and their rank-and-file during strikes, the mobility of their rank-and-file into elective
positions, the promotion of schools, housing, sports and recreational areas. They de-
veloped a labour social policy that would reproduce traditional gender roles. On the
one hand, Hernández and his male labour leaders and male base were asked to com-
plete grammar school because education would allow them to have social and political
mobility. They could become future labour leaders, state deputies and part of the state
bureaucracy. They promoted the family wage and the distribution of housing for male
workers. On the other hand, the women of the CFO contributed significantly in the
establishment of schools for workers. There, they taught the basic skills – reading and
writing – to the future male leaders. They tried to keep alive the needs of single mothers,
but this issue was overshadowed by a policy that favoured male workers, who were
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seen as head of households in need of family wages to support their families. These
were the new developments I began to notice.

After I identified the nature of the CFO’s and Hernández Loza’s union leadership,
I reviewed the theoretical and ethnographical literature on cacicazgos. I detected that
authors had not hitherto recognised the role of women. Therefore, the challenge was to
combine the history of caciquismo and gender studies. I found that both perspectives
worked with different theoretical perspectives about power and none had established a
bridge to communicate between them.

Within the historiography of Mexico, there is a rich literature on caciquismo,
discussing the origins of the word, the genesis and functions of caciques, and their
evolution as political authors in Mexico.9 In general terms, historians characterise the
cacique as a strong boss, whose authority derives from informal sources, who wields
a personal and arbitrary political power in a region or locality because he is able to
mediate between political, economic, social and cultural structures and his base of
support. This literature always refers to caciques as masculine figures. Sometimes, a
cacique uses his political power through violence to dominate; other times, he utilises
paternalistic and clientelistic means. The cacique manages to control wealth, honour,
public posts and political power.10 His family networks, godfathers, friends, fighters
and dependants support a cacique.11 Likewise, he has been seen as a political and
cultural intermediary between his superiors and subordinates because he is capable of
articulating different political cultures, and creating links between these differences.12

To his superiors, he has to show obedience, information and political support; whereas
his subordinates must be loyal and faithful and have to fulfil obligations and positions
assigned to them.13 The various studies of caciquismo have used distinct categories to
examine the use of power – political intermediation and articulation, local and regional
politics, control, centralisation, patronage, clientelism, influence, legitimacy, authority
and domination. The term dates back to the colonial times and has traditionally referred
to rural bosses.

Both the male origin of the word cacique and the male academic analyses that
have studied this theme have led to a narrow focus upon only the role of men and have
not taken into account women as part of the caciquil power. Correctly, the historian
Raymond Buve14 has stated that many of the studies about caciques have centred on
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and have forgotten that in the colonial period
there were also indigenous women who inherited and played the role of caciques.15

Therefore, this male perspective has contributed to the maintenance and reproduction
a ‘natural’ distinction between the different traditional roles of men – identified with
the public sphere and politics – and women – associated with domesticity and the
private realm – in society. These studies did not explicitly give an explanation of
why women were not included; however, male academics have conceived politics
as a realm exclusively for men. Rightly, Joan Scott has argued that ‘the terms of
exclusion repeatedly produce “sexual difference” as a fixed, natural boundary between
the political and the domestic, or the self-representing and the represented, or the
autonomous and the dependent’.16

In contrast, studies about women, and especially those adopting a gendered per-
spective challenge this male vision. Joan Scott’s pioneering study about the use of
gender as a category of analysis has shown ‘how politics constructs gender and how
gender constructs politics’.17 Similarly, recent studies about gender have criticised
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liberal political theorists because they have not included gendered relations in their
analyses.18

Studies about gender, power and citizenship in twentieth-century Latin America
have used other kinds of theoretical challenges to place women in politics and to expand
the very concept of politics through categories such as empowerment – the process by
which subalterns control their lives and the structures that allow them to participate in
issues that concern them – female consciousness, gender interests and maternalism.19

These issues and concepts led me back to Guadalajara. What about the women of
the CFO inside the labour caciquismo? They were not passive and apolitical housewives.
Rather, they not only fought violently among themselves and with men, they were also
an important part of the building of a political family in Jalisco. They were included in
Heliodoro Hernández Loza’s political group because they changed their rhetoric from
autonomous and combatant women to a maternalist one. For instance, on 15 October
1957, after a FTJ’s assembly, Hernández and Martı́nez agreed to create a school for
young women where they would learn embroidery, painting, dancing and cooking.20

There was no emphasis on political militancy. Rather, these labour leaders sought unity
and disliked dissent. Yet, the women of the CFO did not give up everything. At certain
moments, they did not agree about the role of women in politics. A clear example was
in 1953, when the main leader of the largest labour organisation, the Confederación
de Trabajadores de México (CTM), Fidel Velásquez openly opposed the granting of
women’s suffrage and proposed a traditional role for women.21 According to Velásquez,
it was more important to solve the survival needs of people, to finish with the problem
of hunger, than to grant women the vote. Despite Velásquez’s conservative point of
view, almost all the CTM’s female labour leaders and rank-and-file workers joined the
campaign that achieved the women’s vote in 1953.

The women of the CFO had had political experience in the building of unions
and fighting for labour, social, civil and political rights since the late 1910s. By the
1950s, they distinguished themselves as those who could enter politics and those that
had to be only mothers. Women with political experience could fight to have access
to public elective posts. But those women workers with husbands and family had to
emphasise their main role as mothers. An article in their labour press expressed how
women could work correctly and safety at home not only by taking care of their families,
but also by running a garment sweatshop.22 In the long run, these female leaders had
assimilated the maternalist policies promoted by the state and male labour leaders, as a
press article illustrates by pointing out that ‘women have shown maturity because they
have interpreted adequately the principles of sindical unity; they understand their role
in the Revolution, exercise their civic rights as well as fulfil their social role and duties
with dignity to the Fatherland’.23

With the analysis of the CFO and Hernández’s political and labour family, I
concluded that studies about caciques, women and politics have used very different an-
alytical categories that led to distinct conclusions. Studies about caciques have tended
to examine them only as a masculine phenomenon. The incorporation of the feminist
critique and a gender perspective opens the path to question this work. The concept of
cacique should not be used to include women as heroines or to compensate for their
absence in the political system. Rather, the concepts of cacique and gender can con-
tribute to elaborate a more nuanced analysis and recognise the distinct power relations
between men and women within the cacicazgos, and in politics in general. Intertwining
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these categories helps to clarify how these power relationships and conceptions about
men and women changed over time within organised labour, the ruling party (PRI) and
political organisations. The case of the CFO is now part of a broader comparative study
of women in similar situations: one example is Guadalupe Buendı́a, alias La Loba,
an urban female leader affiliated to the official party from Chimalhuacán, Mexico,
who controlled that rural town during the 1990s.24 Simultaneously, I have continued
working on how and why the FTJ labour and political group was very interested in
preserving their own political and cultural experiences and practices through civil field
trips, memorials, songs, rituals and plays. I have investigated through primary sources
their civic culture, narratives and cultural memory. Regarding their civic culture, the
FTJ promoted the principles of duty and discipline, hygiene, teamwork, mutual service
and collaboration.25 I have used recent literature on revolutionary Mexico and labour
movements that placed women and gender at the centre of analyses, challenging the
revisionist vision of the Mexican Revolution (1910–17) and labour studies that focused
primarily on male leaders and on the male industrial proletariat.26 I have pointed out
how male-biased historiography reproduces the voices of the pioneer labour leaders,27

who wrote their own memoirs from a triumphant point of view,28 while the voices
and experiences of pioneer working-class women can only be reconstructed from oral
histories and biographies written by other women: mostly female labour inspectors
and teachers.29 I have compared three militant working-class women – a textile worker
(Marı́a A. Dı́az), a teacher (Guadalupe Martı́nez) and a tortilla maker (Anita Hernández
Lucas), who joined the ranks of secular organised labour, the feminist movement in
Guadalajara, and became part of the FTJs political and labour leadership group. I exam-
ined their narratives through different genres (the script of a play, a teacher’s scrapbook
and an oral history) and how they kept the political work of a pioneer woman alive
through plays, memorials and songs in order to teach a third generation of women to
be disciplined and loyal to organised labour. I have argued that these new sources for
women’s labour history, together with a long-term perspective, help us to understand
the changing and dynamic character of ‘cultural narratives’, subjectivities and gender
identities that contrast sharply with the Mexican representation of the ‘woman worker’,
who was seen in male labour historiography, as single, weak, unskilled and apolitical.
The narratives of these women show their changing gendered notions of politics, labour
and power. They also allow us to understand how these women made accommodations
and compromises in order to have a legitimised political culture that could preserve
their historical experiences and memories.

Recently, I have begun to study what happened with women after the granting of
women’s suffrage in 1953. I have reconstructed the life histories and political trajec-
tories of Guadalupe Martı́nez (1905–2002) and Guadalupe Urzúa (1912–2004). Each
one had distinct notions of politics and controlled different female sectors (workers
and peasants) within and outside the official party. These two cases illuminate how
they built their own political group by organising and representing women workers
and peasants within the PRI and the state, and by holding public posts (federal con-
gresswoman, senator and mayor). These cases shed light upon how women attain and
maintain positions of power, and how they exercise that power. Guadalupe Martı́nez’s
example demonstrates that being part of a political network and cacicazgo was crucial
to run and be elected several times for congresswoman and senator, due to support
brought about by her political base and connections. They also help to identify and
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distinguish the different moments and processes of twentieth-century Mexican politics
– from the construction of the new revolutionary State and the building of modern
corporatist institutions, to the fall of the ruling party. Likewise, these political trajec-
tories and life histories contribute to the understanding of the diverse practices and
representations about women and politics. But above all, the historical periodisation
of women in politics – organising women and unions, joining state, labour and party
politics, and running for electoral posts.

The discussions and questions raised at the Las Olvidadas conference in 2001
have helped to deepen my analysis in women’s and gender history, and to include a
comparative perspective. Similarly, the editorial work of Orden social e identidad de
género. México, siglos XIX y XX introduced me to new notions and concepts to analyse
Mexican history.30 Now, there is a growing literature on Mexican women’s and gender
history that has been nurtured thanks to the theoretical, methodological and empirical
innovations of US, British, Latin American and Mexican scholars and their efforts to
build a transnational dialogue.
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